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Points to Remember:

1. Composit ion of  air (atmosphere) is not same everywhere. It  is a mixture. Air is not clean in region
where there are factories or industry or t ransport .

2. Pollute or pollutes means to make unclean.
3. A pollutant is an undesirable matter present in excess in the environment.
4. Atmospheric pollut ion: “Condit ion of  air made unclean due to introduct ion of  foreign elements

from
Natural or
Man made sources to the air to cause adverse ef fects on living organisms on earth.”

5. Pollutants in air are SO , SO  – from burning of  fossil fuels, [volcanic erupt ion decay of  plants and
animals]
NO, NO , N  – f rom [certain microbes], automobile exhaust, fert ilizer plants.
CO  – from [respirat ion], fossil fuels, exhaust.
CO – [volcanic erupt ion], in complete combust ion.
H S – [volcanic erupt ion], by product ion in industrial processes.

6. Acid rain: “Acidic gases CO , SO , NO  present in air react with water vapour present in air and fall
as acid rain.”
CO  + H O → H CO
2SO  + O → 2SO  + 2H  O→ 2H SO
NO  + H.O → HNO
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N  + O  → 2NO
2NO + O  → 2NO

7. NO (nit ric oxide) is less toxic and is less harmful but NO  leads to lung diseases, serious injury to
the leaves and forms photochemical smog which causes eye irritat ion, asthma and throat infect ion.

8. S0  is another acid gas responsible for acid rain and is produced by burning fossil fuels (coal,
petroleum, natural gas). By bacterial decomposit ion of  organic matter, f rom smelt ing plants and
sulphuric acid plants.

9. Internal combust ion engine fuel bums in air in combust ion chamber, this gir contains 80% nit rogen
N  + O  → 2NO [at  high temp.]
NO is released in atmosphere to form NO .

10. Unpolluted natural rain water is only slight ly acidic due to the presence CO  or H CO  carbonic acid.
11. To reduce pollut ion in the internal combust ion engines catalyt ic convertor or reduct ion catalysts

[Pt. / Pd.] should be used to convert  NO
OR

12. NO  into N  and O  2NO → N  + O
2NO  → N  + 2O

13. Acid rains have adverse ef fect  on the environment including soil chemistry – causes nutrient
leaching – changes acidity of  soil.and water bodies – af fects marine organisms – changes PH of
environment – af fects soil fert ility
Also ef fects plants t ranspirat ion, reduces rate of  photosynthesis Humans – toxicty enters food
chain.
Material damage – weakens building materials.

14. Green house ef fect  – “Is the warming up of  the earth’s surface, due to the concentrat ion or
blanket ing ef fect  of  the – Green house ef fect .

15. CO , CH , N O, water vapours, CFCs, O  are green house gases or Global warming gases.
16. Reduce burning of  forests and biomass e. check deforestat ion and use biofert ilizers to help control

emission of  N O nit rous oxide.
17. Compressed natural gas [CNG] does not contains lead and causes minimum pollut ion, is being

encouraged to replace petrol.
18. Impact of  green house gases or global warming

Geographic – increases melt ing of  ice-caps, result ing coastal f looding and erosion is mainly caused
by [CH ]released by L.N.G. Agricultural act ivit ies, bacterial decay of  vegetat ive matter [marsh gas]
climat ic. More rainfall in t ropical regions. Ecosystem – destruct ion of  ecosystem and ext inct ion of
species.
Agriculture and Plant life-due to climat ic changes life cycle of  t rees and survival and reproduct ion of
plant af fects the soil fert ility and amount of  soil water retained in the soil.

19. Ozone layer is located 10-50 kms above the earth in stratosphere. Formed by the Photo
dissociat ion or Photolysis-breaking O  into two atoms of  oxygen and then combining of  O  with
[O] atom of oxygen in presence of  U.V. light  to form O .

TextBook Questions

[2007]

Question 1.
Name any two natural sources of  atomospheric pollut ion.
Answer:
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Two natural sources of  atomospheric pollut ion:

1. Decay of  plants and animals.
2. Disintegrat ion of  rocks and soil.

Question 2.
Name any two gases which are responsible for the format ion of  acid rain.
Answer:
SO  and NO  are gases responsible for acid rain.

Question 3.
Explain the term ‘global warming’.
Answer:
Global warming: If  the percentage of  ‘green house gases’ increase, then the surface temperature of
earth rises. “The rise in average temperature of  earth’s surface is called global warming.”

[2008]

Question 1.
State two ef fects of  ozone deplet ion.
Answer:
Effects of  ozone delet ion:

1. Ult ra-violet  rays which are harmful will not  be stopped and will reach the earth.
2. Many organic species necessary for life will be destroyed.

[2009]

Question 1.
What is meant by the term ‘acid rain’. Give any two impacts of  acid rain.
Answer:
Acid rain: Oxides of  sulphur [SO,] and nit rogen [NO,] present air mix with water [or snow, fog etc.] and
fall down on the earth result ing in acid rain.
Two impacts of  acid rain:

1. The water of  lakes and rivers which is becoming acidic, may not support  aquat ic life.
Acid rain damages the buildings and sculptural materials or marble, lime stone, slate, mortar etc.

2. These materials become pit ted and weakened mechanically.

Question 2.
State two ways by which global warming can be reduced.
Answer:
Two ways to reduce global warming:

1. We should plant more trees to increase the green cover.
2. Minimise the use of  automobiles.
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Question 3.
State an advantage of  using solar energy.
Answer:
Solar energy is renewable source of  energy and does not produce pollut ion.

[2010]

Question 1.
Explain the methods of  prevent ing acid rain.
Answer:
Method of  preventing acid rain:

1. By using coal or oil – that  has low sulphur content. This reduces the emission of  oxides of  sulphur
and nit rogen responsible for acid rain.

2. By using scrubbers a device that absorbs gaseous pollutants.

Question 2.
State an advantages of  CNG [compressed natural gas].
Answer:
Advantage of  using CNG causes less (minimum) pollut ion. It  does not contain lead and lower
maintenance cost.

Question 3.
State how CFCs break ozone in the stratosphere.
Answer:
Deplet ion of  0  (ozone) by CFCs:

CFC [CFCl  ] is broken by UV of sunlight  to produce [Cl] atom or f ree radical [Cl] which highiy react ive in
the atomic form and forms C10[g] with O2

C l [g] + O [g] → ClO[g] + O [g]
This depletes ozone.

CIO further produces more [Cl] f ree radical
Cl0[g] + O[g] → Cl[g]  O [g] and destroys more of  O  and there by giving rise of  ozone deplet ion.

Question 4.
Describe the methods of  saving the ozone layer.
Answer:
Method to protect  ozone layer:
Ozone layer is protected by alternat ive products like HCFC [hydro chloro f luoro carbons]

Addit ional Questions

Question 1.
State what is meant by the term ‘atmospheric pollut ion’. Name four gaseous atmospheric pollutants.
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Answer:
Atmospheric pollut ion : Condit ions of  air made unclean due to introduct ion of  foreign elements to air
so as to cause adverse ef fects on living organisms on earth” is called atmospheric pollut ion.
Four gaseous pollutants are:

1. SO , SO
2. NO, N0
3. CO , CO
4. H S

Question 2.
Explain the term ‘acid rain’.
State the two forms of  deposit ion of  acid rain with suitable examples of  each form of deposit ion.
Answer:
Acid rain: Oxides of  sulphur [S0 ] and nit rogen [N0 ] present air mix with water [or snow, fog etc.] and
fall down on the earth result ing in acid rain.
Two forms are:

Question 3.
State the natural and man-made sources of  the two pollutants responsible for acid rain.
Answer:
Natural sources are:

1. Volcanic erupt ions
2. Forests f ires

Man made sources are:

1. Automobile exhaust
2. Industrial plants

Question 4.
Burning of  fossil fuels is an important source of  the pollutant – ‘oxides of  sulphur’ responsible for acid
rain.
State what are ‘fossil fuels’. Name the principal fossil fuels. State why sulphur dioxide is emit ted on
burning a fossil fuel. Give a balanced equat ion for the same.
Answer:
Fossil fuels: “Fuels obtained from fossils i.e. organic remains of  plants and animals.” Principal fossil fuels
: coal, petroleum [oil] and natural gas.
On burning fossil fuels → SO, is produced from sulphur impurit ies present in coal.
S + O  →SO, in power plants.

Question 5.
During metallurgy – smelt ing plants produce sulphur dioxide, when metallic sulphides are roasted in air.
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Give a balanced equat ion for the same.
Answer:
When sulphide ores are roasted in smelt ing plants SO  is produced:
2ZnS + 3O  → 2ZnO + 2SO

Question 6.
State why high temperatures in internal combust ion engines release pollutant – oxides of  nit rogen.
Answer:
In internal combust ion engines combust ion occurs with air drawn in. Air in a combust ion chamber and this
air drawn from the atmosphere contains 80% nit rogen.The nit rogen combines with oxygen at  high
temperature producing oxides of  nit rogen.
N  + O  → 2NO [at  high temp.]

Question 7.
State why natural rain water produced in an unpolluted atmosphere is slight ly acidic. Give a balanced
equat ion of  the same.
Answer:
Natural rain water is slight ly acidic “as CO  present in t races in unpolluted air dissolves in rain water
forming weak carbonic acid [H2CO ].

Question 8.
Give balanced equat ions for the format ion of  sulphuric acid in acid rain, when’ a fossil fuel is burnt  in an
electric power stat ion.
Answer:
In electric power stat ions: When coal burns, S present in coal forms
SO S + O  → SO
SO  as pollutant in air forms SO
2SO  + O  → 2SO
This SO  comes in contact  with water vapour present in air to form H S0  and falls down as acid rain.

Question 9.
Start ing f rom nit rogen in air, enlist  the react ions with the help of  balanced equat ions, which result  in the
conversion of  nit rogen in an internal combust ion- engine, to the acids formed which are responsible for
acid rain.
Answer:
In the internal combust ion engine atmospheric air containing 80% N  is used for combust ion of  fossil
fuel.
At  high temp. N  + O  → 2NO .
NO is released into air of  atmosphere where it  forms N0  in presence of  lightning discharge.
2NO + 0  → 2NO
N0  when comes in contact  with water vapours to form nit ric acid and falls in the form of acid rain
2N0  + H 0 →HNO  + HNO
2H 0 + 4NO  + 0  → 4HNO

Question 10.
Explain the basic funct ion of  a catalyt ic converter in an internal combust ion engine.
Answer:
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The basic funct ion of  a catalyt ic converter is ‘to eliminate pollutants f rom exhaust gases before they are
discharged into the atmosphere’.

Question 11.
State why acid rain causes ‘nutrient  leaching’ when it  falls on the earth.
Answer:
Acid rain causes ‘nutrient  leaching’. H  – Hydrogen ions produced by the decomposit ion of  acid are
added to the soil and interact  with the metal. The metal Ca, K etc. are displaced from the earth called
nutrient  leaching.

Question 12.
Give reasons why acid rain af fects marine organisms.
Answer:
Affects marine organisms: Acid rain leach toxic metals like mercury, lead, zinc present in the soil thus
toxicty enters rivers and streams and destroys marine organisms.

Question 13.
State the impact of  acid rain on the environment, other than soil chemistry and water bodies.
Answer:
Acid rain changes the pH of  the environment: Certain species (aquat ic animals) are eliminated at  pH
less than 6 [Salmons die at  pH less than 5.3]

Question 14.
Enumerate the ways by which acid rain can be controlled to prevent its adverse ef fects on the
environment.
Answer:
Ways to control acid rain:

1. Using catalyt ic convertors, which can reduce NO emission from automobiles so that NO, and nit ric
acid is not formed.

2. Using C.N.G., Hydro power or wind energy which is cleaner energy and cause less pollut ion.

Question 15.
State what are ‘green house gases’ and name the major green house gases.
Answer:
Green house gases: “Are those gases that contribute ef fect ively in retaining heat in the atmosphere.”

OR

“The various gases which contribute to green house ef fect  are called green house gases.” Gases are
C0 , water vapours, oxides of  nit rogen, CH ,O and chlorof luorocarbons.

Question 16.
State what is mean by the term – ‘green house ef fect ’ and state its consequence.
Answer:
Green house effect: “Heat ing of  the earth and its environment by carbondioxide and water vapours in
the atmosphere is called Green House ef fect .”
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Consequences of  green house effect:

1. It  supports survival of  life on earth.
2. Plays an important role in evolut ion of  life on earth. Without ‘green house gases’, all the heat

coming from sun would have escaped from earth and it  would have become cold and barren like
moon.

3. Increased amount of  these gases contribute to global warming.

Question 17.
Explain how global warming takes place in the presence of  green house gases. Give a reason why the
surface temperature of  earth is maintained in absence of  green house gases.
Answer:
As light  f rom the sun passes through atmosphere of  earth most of  the U.V. radiat ions are absorbed by
ozone and only 30% of IR radiat ions reach earth’s surface and heat it .
As the earth becomes hot, it  starts emit t ing radiat ions which have now less energy and hence longer
wavelength. Some part  of  ref lected IR radiat ions are absorbed by CO, and this remains on earth and
warm up the earth’s surface.

In absence of  green house gases surface temperature on earth is maintained. Since heat radiat ions
absorbed af ter passing clear atmosphere reach earth and some heat., radiat ions are ref lected back.

Question 18.
Give balanced equat ions for format ion of  carbon dioxide – a major green house gas, during combust ion
of fossil fuels.
Answer:
Formation of  CO, during:
Combustion of  fossil fuels:

C + O2 CO2 → Δ burning of  coal.
CH  + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O + Δburning natural gas, .

Question 19.
State two natural and two man-made sources of  the green house gas – methane.
Answer:

4
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Sources of  CH  [natural gas]
Natural: (1) Natural gas (2) Marsh gas.
Man made: (1) Coal mining (2) Natural wet lands and rice paddies.

Question 20.
‘Oxides of  nit rogen namely nit rous oxide, are released into the atmosphere from varied sources’. Explain
the statement with relevant sources.
Answer:
Oxides of  nit rogen [N O] released into the atmosphere from anaerobic respirat ion, act ivit ies of
microorganisms in soil release – nit rogen, nit ric oxide and nit rous oxide.
Also from –

1. Agricultural act ivit ies – soil cult ivat ion – use of  nit rogenous fert ilizers.
2. Automobile exhausts.
3. Burning of  biomass.

Question 21.
State the impact of  green house gases on geographic, climat ic and agricultural condit ions.
Answer:
Impact of  green house gases on:

1. Geographic condit ions is global warming
Increases melt ing of  ice-caps.
Coastal f looding and erosion.

2. Climat ic condit ions is t ropical regions experience – more rainfall Northern lat itudes experience –
shorter and wetter winters.

3. Agricultural condit ions is af fects the life cycle of  t rees and survival and reproduct ion of  plants.
The soil fert ility and amount of  soil water retained in the soil.

Question 22.
Give the opt ions for reducing green house gases by use of  fuels better than fossil fuels.
Answer:
Way of  reducing green house gases : use fuels which release-less green house gases.
Like: (1) L.P.G. (2) C.N.G. (3) L.N.G.
C.N.G. cause minimum pollut ion. It  does not contain lead and lowers maintenance cost.
[But these are also fossil fuels]
Use solar energy, wind energy, hydro-power, hydrogen energy, biofuels and biogas.

Question 23.
State three renewable energy sources which cause less or no pollut ion.
Answer:
Renewable sources of  energy are:

1. Solar energy
2. Wind energy
3. Hydropower energy cause no pollut ion.
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Question 24.
Explain how promot ing ‘af forestat ion’ and checking ‘deforestat ion’ reduces the release of  green house
gases.
Answer:
Afforestat ion growing more plants and forest  help to absorb green house gases CO during
photosynthesis

Checking deforestat ion means reduce burning of  wood and also use of  bio fert ilizers instead of
nit rogenous fert ilizers help control of  emission of  green house gases i.e. nit rous oxide.

Question 25.
What is an ozone layer. State the distribut ion of  the ozone layer in the stratosphere.
Answer:
Ozone layer: “Is a layer in the earth’s atmosphere which contains relat ively high concentrat ion of  ozone
[O ].” Ozone layer is distributed 20-30 kms above the earth in stratosphere.

Question 26.
Give balanced equat ions for format ion of  ozone molecules f rom oxygen molecules. What type of
react ion takes place, during the format ion.
Answer:
The react ion that takes place during the format ion is photolysis or photo dissociat ion. Highly energet ic
UV from the sun break the O2 molecule in two atoms. Highly react ive O atom reacts with O2molecule to
from ozone O

[O] + O2 → O  [ozone]
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Question 27.
How is the ‘ozone oxygen cycle’ maintained in the stratosphere and state what disturbs the balance,
result ing in ozone deplet ion or destruct ion, Give balanced equat ion for the same.
Answer:
Ozone-oxygen cycle: “Breaking of  ozone into O  in the stratosphere and making of  ozone from
oxygen in stratosphere and to maintain total concentrat ion of  ozone almost the same is called ozone-
oxygen cycle.” Breaking of  O  to form O

Photolysis : 0  [molecule] in presence of  U.V. f rom sunlight  in stratosphere breaks into [0] atom [very
react ive].
0  is broken down [with the help of  U.V. rays] into O  + [O]
U.V. rays → O3 → O  + O
O + [O] → O molecules and O3 + [O] → 2O
Very react ive oxygen atoms

Combine to produce in stratosphere

Deplet ion or destruct ion of  ozone is due to increased level of  [Cl], [Br], [NO], [OH] f ree radicals
These free radicals are highly react ive and at tack 03 and deplete 03

Cl[g] + O [g] → C10[g] + O
C10[g] + O[g] →4 Cl[g] + 0,[g]
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NO + O →4 NO  + O
NO + O  → NO  + O
In this way cause deplet ion of  ozone.

Question 28.
Enumerate the damage to humans, animals and plants caused due to ozone deplet ion.
Answer:
Damage cause due to ozone deplet ion to humans:

1. Sun burn and skin cancer
2. Disrupt ion in funct ion of  DNA
3. Early aging of  skin
4. weakening of  immune system
5. eye cataract  and eye damage

Animals: Severe damage to cells of  animals and all the damages caused to humans as above.
Plants:

1. Retards plant growth.
2. Reduces chlorophyll content
3. inhibits pollen germinat ion
4. Disrupts ecosystem, quality of  vegetables
5. increases harmful mutat ions

Question 29.
Name the chemicals responsible for destruct ion of  the ozone layer. State the main chemical f rom these
chemicals, which is responsible for more than 80% ozone deplet ion.
Answer:
Chemicals responsible for ozone deplet ion are: [CFCs] chlorof luoro carbons, CR,CL, CH3Br, CCl ,
CH  and nit rous oxide [N2O]
Main responsible chemical is chlorof luorocarbons CFCl, for 80% depletron.
State the man-made applicat ions which make use of  that  chemical.
Man made applicat ion is coolant in refrigerat ion and A.C.’s

Question 30
State the role of  chlorof luorocarbons in ozone destruct ion or deplet ion [no equat ions required].
Answer:
Roll of  chlorof luorocarbons in ozone destruct ion : Chlorof luorocarbons are decomed by U.R. rays and
liberate highly react ive f ree CF radical. This f ree ladical reacts with ozone to form Cl0[g]. This causes
ozone deplet ion. The Cl f ree radicals init iate and catalyse a chain react ion – capable of  breakdown of
over 1,00,000 ozone molecules result ing in ozone deplet ion.

Question 31.
Enumerate methods of  protect ing the ozone layer and prevent ing its deplet ion.
Answer:
Methods to protect  ozone layer:

3 2 3
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1. By replacing CFC’s by alternat ive products and use of  HCFC hydochloro f luoro carbons.
2. Internat ional t reaty [Montreal protocol] was also init iated to prevent ozone deplet ion.

UNIT TEST PAPER 8 — ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION

l. Select  the correct  answer from the choice A, B, C give in each case.

1. The major pollutant released during burning of  fossil fuels.
A: Carbon monoxide B: Sulphur dioxide C: Hydrogen sulphide

2. The green house gas which on combust ion produces another green house gas.
A: Nit rous oxide B: Ozone C: Methane [CH] produces CO2

3. The gas which in presence of  U.V. light  gives two atoms of  the same gas.
A: Oxygen B: Ozone C: Carbon dioxide

4. A chemical responsible for ozone deplet ion.
A: Methyl acetylene B: Methyl chloride C: Methanol

5. A renewable source of  energy which causes minimum or no pollut ion.
A: Fossil fuel B: L.P.G. C: Hydro power.

2. Give balanced equations for the following conversions [one or two steps].

1. Sulphur t rioxide to sulphuric acid – a const ituent of  acid rain.
2. Nit rogen to nit rogen dioxide – in an internal combust ion engine.
3. Methane to carbon dioxide – a green house gas.
4. A molecule of  ozone to two molecules of  oxygen gas.
5. Oxygen to ozone gas by photolysis.

Answer:
1.SO3 to H,S0

2. Nit rogen to nit rogen dioxide in internal combust ion’s enginO

2NO + O → 2NO  in the atmosphere

3. Methane to carbon dioxide

4. A molecule of  ozone to two molecules of  oxygen
O +[o] →2o

5. Oxygen to O  [ozone] gas by photolysis

4
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0  + [O] → 0  [ozone]

3. Give reasons for the following.

1. Natural rain water does not have a pH of 7 [i.e. neutral]
Ans. Natural rain water is acidic in nature due to acid gases dissolved and is not neutral i.e. pH of  7.

2. A catalyt ic converter in an internal combust ion engine reduces pollut ion.
Ans: Catalyt ic converters reduce the nit rogen oxide emission from automobiles or devices that can
absorb-gaseous pollutants.

3. In absence of  green house gases the surface temperature of  the earth is maintained.
Ans: In absence of  green house gases the surface temp, of  earth is maintained as f rom sun the heat
radiat ions reach earth and are absorbed and retained here.
Some of the absorbed radiat ions are ref lected back into the atmosphere. Hence balance is maintained
between heat energy absorbed by earth and radiated from the earth.

4. The format ion of  ozone involves a chemical react ion called photolysis.
Ans: With the help of  UV rays
0  molecule breaks into two oxygen atoms called photolysis.

Now more of  O  molecule combine with [O]
0  + [O] → O3 ozone

5. Destruct ion of  ozone layer is harmful for both humans and plants.
Ans: For answer see Q. 28.

4. Name or state the following:

1. An atmospheric pollutant produced during lightening discharge.
Ans: Oxide of  nit rogen NO, NO  .

2. A form of wet deposit ion of  acid rain other than rain water.
Ans: Snow, dew.

3. An atmospheric pollutant responsible for both global warming and ozone deplet ion.
Ans: CH  [methane].

4. A green house gas which contains carbon and hydrogen only.
Ans: CH  [methane]

5. The atom which reacts with oxygen to form ozone.
Ans: [O] oxygen atom.

5. Acid rain has adverse effects on the environment State the effect  acid rain has on the
following

1. A: Increases or B: Decreases.
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2. The nutrients present in the soil.
3. The acidity of  the soil.
4. The fert ility of  the soil.
5. The pH of water bodies.
6. The rate of  photosynthesis in plants.

Answer:

1. Causes nutrient  leaching i.e. they are displaced from the soil. (Decreases)
2. Acidity of  soil increases.
3. Soil fert ility is reduced. (Decreases)
4. Changes the pH of the water bodies. (Decreases)
5. The rate of  photosynthesis in plants is reduced. (Decreases)

6. The diagram represents the green house effect .

1. State why the ef fect  is called ‘global warming’.
2. Name a process which (a) releases (b) absorbs – green house gas – CO2.
3. State an advantage of  use of  C.N.G. over combust ion of  fossil fuels.
4. Which of  the following – biofert ilizers or nit rogenous fert ilizers reduces the green house gas –

CO2. Explain.
5. Does the sea level rise or fall due to global warming. Explain.

Answer:

1. In t rapping of  UV rays by CO2 i.e. green house gas results in an average rise in atmospheric
temperature and has a global impact but not conf ined to one region. It  is called global warming.

2. Process which releases – CO2 is respirat ion process which absorbs – CO2 is photosynthesis.
3. C.N.G. – it  causes minimum pollut ion. It  also does not contain lead and lower maintenance cost

compared to vehicles with other forms of  fuels.
4. Biofert ilizers – help in grow more plants which absorb (consume) more CO2 for photosynthesis

and help to reduce green house gas – CO2.
5. The sea level rises due to global warming as increase in temperature melts ice on mountains, ice-

caps.
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